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Speaking, Yue Wuya looked around, looked at the people around him and continued: 
“Everyone, this jade card is indeed fake. Although I don’t know what’s going on, I can 
guess it, it must be The purpose of the Sea Dragon Palace’s alienation plan is to 
provoke disputes between the Tianmen and the various sects.” 

“Everyone must be calm and not be fooled by them.” When 

he said this, Yue Wuya looked sincere and serious, He was secretly holding back his 
anger. 

It’s no wonder that the Sea Dragon Palace has not moved in the past two days. It turned 
out that it secretly pretended to be Tianmen and raided the major sects. I have to say 
that this move is really sinister and despicable. 

fake? 

Hearing Yue Wuya’s explanation, all the sect masters present looked at each other in 
dismay. 

In the next second, a beggar gang elder reacted first, sneered at Yue Wuya and said, 
“It’s a joke, so many people were killed and injured in our beggar gang last night, so it’s 
fine if you say a fake one?” 

“Today, your Tianmen must return We are fair.” The 

voice fell, and the others around were also infuriated and shouted. 

“Yes, you must give us an explanation.” 

“The men in black who raided my sect last night, all of them are powerful, all of them are 
using your Tianmen moves, do you still want to deny it?” 

“Seeing this jade card, I I also remembered that those who fought with us last night also 
dropped a jade card, which is exactly the same as this…” 

Facing the anger of everyone, Yue Wuya couldn’t help laughing and crying, and felt 
helpless in his heart. 

This move of the Sea Dragon Palace is really insidious. Now the major sects are 
beginning to doubt the Tianmen. How should this be done? It would be great if Uncle 
Wen was here, he paid the most attention, and there must be a way to clear up the 
misunderstanding. 



“Master Yue.” 
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Just when Yue Wuya was thinking about countermeasures, Master Kong Wu, who had 
been silent all the time, took a step forward slowly and folded his hands together and 
said: “What is the truth, let’s not talk about it for the time being, the old monk has 
something to do, I hope the donor Yue can do it. Explain.” 

Like all the sects, Shaolin suffered serious casualties last night, and Master Kong Wu 
was also very angry, but he acted prudently and did not intend to turn against Tianmen 
until the matter was completely understood. 

“Master, may I ask.” Yue Wuya said politely. 

call! 

Master Kong Wu took a deep breath and said slowly: “Recent rumors in the rivers and 
lakes, you and the female leader of the Sea Dragon Palace, you and the female leader 
of the Sea Dragon Palace, have a child together, is there such a thing?” 

Shuh! 

At this moment, the eyes of the audience were also locked on Yue Wuya, waiting for his 
answer. You must know that this matter has been circulated in all corners of the world, 
and no one is unaware of it. 

Hearing the question, Yue Wuya’s face suddenly became embarrassed, as if he was 
invisibly poked into pain. 

You must know that Yue Wuya has been having a headache over this matter for the 
past few days, and it is precisely because of this that Hai Linger left angrily, and her 
whereabouts are unknown until now. 

Therefore, upon hearing Master Kong Wu’s mention, Yue Wuya suddenly had a 
nameless fire, but he held back because of his identity. 

In the next second, Yue Wuya resisted the emotions in his heart and denied it through 
gritted teeth: “Master Kong Wu, during this time, the battle between our Tianmen and 
Hailong Palace, you should all know that it is an endless situation. 

” If I have something to do with the female leader of the Sea Dragon Palace, how can 
we fight? So, this is completely a rumor and cannot be believed.” 

When he said this, Yue Wuya’s face was serious and there was no doubt. 



Ha ha… 

Just as soon as the words fell, Master Miao Lian of the Emei Sect couldn’t help sneering 
and mocking: “Okay, you don’t have to hide it, you know the truth best in your heart.” 

“I heard that the Nalan family Miss, because of your neglect, I secretly investigated your 
relationship with the child, not only did the identification in the hospital, but finally forced 
you and the child to do a blood test, and the results were the same, the child is yours.” 

“Because of this, the princess of the sea shark clan cut ties with you and left.” 

When talking about this, Master Miao Lian concealed the disdain on his face: “Yue 
Wuya, I think you should stop arguing, you My father, Yue Feng, is a man of three and 
four, so it is said that the upper beam is not right and the lower beam is crooked, your 
father liked to mess around with flowers and weeds, and you are not much better.” 
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I don’t care what your relationship is with the female leader of the Sea Dragon Palace. 
In short, so many people died in Emei last night. You must bear the price.” 

Tai’s junior sister, with a cold and arrogant personality, hates evil like hatred. Because 
of the various grievances between Yue Feng and the Emei faction, she has always 
been hostile to Tianmen in her heart. Last night, a group of black-clothed men who 
called themselves Tianmen made a fuss about Emei. Under the preconceived notions, 
Master Miao Lian believed that it was Yue Wuya who did it. 

Swish! 

Seeing her insulting herself and her father insinuatingly, Yue Wuya’s face instantly 
turned ugly, looking at Master Miao Lian: “Master Miao Lian, let’s talk about the matter, 
please don’t insult my father. 

” If there is any problem, it has nothing to do with my father, it’s boring if you talk like this 
with a gun and a stick.” 

At this time, Yue Wuya was very angry. 

This Master Miao Lian is really the same as Master Miao Yuan in the past. Relying on 
his own identity, it is really hateful to doubt others without making a fuss… 

At the same time, the surrounding Tianmen disciples are also the same. A fire came, 
and he yelled at Master Miao Lian too. 

“Shut up, Sect Master Yue Feng, how could you want to comment?” 



“In the main altar of Tianmen, you wantonly insulted my former Sect Master in front of 
Tianmen. What’s your motive ? 

“ 

When the anger came, Master Miao Lian did not panic at all, but showed a 
contemptuous smile: “Am I wrong? Although Yue Feng is strong, he has saved Kyushu 
several times from embarrassment. He can be regarded as a hero, but his character is 
high…hehe…” 

At the end of the conversation, Master Miao Lian sneered again and again, the meaning 
is self-evident. 

Whoa! 

Seeing this situation, several altar masters of the Tianmen sub-altar suddenly couldn’t 
help it, and they all glared at Master Miao Lian, as if they were ready to do something. 

Yue Wuya was also very angry, but he still held back and shook his head at those altar 
masters, signaling not to be impulsive. 

As the sect master of Tianmen, Yue Wuya is very clear-headed at this time. Last night, 
the Shanghai Dragon Palace made such a big mess, and the blame was given to 
Tianmen. It must be solved properly. Hall of the time? 

“Okay!” 

At this moment, Master Miao Lian laughed softly and looked at Yue Wuya coldly: “Leave 
the past things aside for now, let me ask you, is what I said just now true? “ 

Do you and that child’s firmness really have something to do with it, or is it just a 
rumor?” The 

voice fell, and the Wudang faction Lingyu sect who had been silent next to him couldn’t 
help but say, “It’s a big deal at this time, please also ask.” Sect Master Yue gave us a 
definite answer.” 

Shuh! 

At this moment, the eyes of the masters of the various sects were staring at Yue Wuya, 
waiting for his answer. 

Yue Wuya’s face changed, and his heart was extremely complicated. 



A few seconds later, Yue Wuya took a deep breath and said slowly: “It is true, at that 
time, Miss Wushuang of the Nalan family secretly took my child’s hair and I had it 
evaluated in the hospital, and then we also had a drip. Recognize relatives by blood.” 

Paper can’t hold fire, it’s impossible to hide this matter, it’s better to say it directly. 

What? 

Hearing this, whether it was Master Lingyu or Master Miao Lian, everyone was shocked, 
and they all looked at Yue Wuya with deep hostility. 

According to this, those rumors in the rivers and lakes are not groundless? 

Hehe…. 

In the next second, Master Miao Lian was the first to calm down and sneered at Yue 
Wuya: “Very good, if you dare to act, you can be considered a bit responsible.” The 

voice just fell, Master Kongwu next to him folded his hands together and said, “Since 
this is the case, Shizhu Yue, then come with us.” After speaking 

, Master Kongwu looked around: “What happened last night, each sect There are 
casualties, the old monk proposed to hold a trial meeting to determine the crime of 
Shizhu Yue.” The 

last word fell, and everyone from the various sects nodded. 

“Master Kongwu is right, so many people can’t die in vain.” 

“Yes, hold a trial meeting and make Yue Wuya pay the corresponding price…” 

“Yes, try him…” 
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Seeing people from various sects and planning to hold a trial meeting to judge Yue 
Wuya, the surrounding Tianmen sub-altar masters and the Tianmen disciples present 
were all shocked and angry. 

“Who dares to judge my Tianmen sect master?” “Make it clear, this is the main altar 

of Tianmen, and it is not your turn to be wild here.” 

“When our Tianmen is easy to bully?” 



Some of the Tianmen disciples pulled out their long swords and confronted the masters 
of various sects. 

call! 

Seeing this situation, Yue Wuya suddenly became anxious, and waved his hand to 
signal to everyone in Tianmen not to be impulsive. 

The next second, Yue Wuya looked at Master Kongwu seriously and said, “Master, 
there is indeed something about the identification between me and the child, but I have 
nothing to do with the female leader of the Dragon King Palace, and the child is not me 
at all. “ 

As for why our blood can be integrated, until now, I have not given the reason, but I 
guess that this may be part of the plan of the Sea Dragon Palace, the purpose is to use 
your sects to weaken my Heavenly Sect. Strength.” 

At this time, Yue Wuya was very helpless. 

Why don’t these people listen to my explanation? 

call! 

Seeing Yue Wuya’s serious face, Master Kong Wu fell silent and said to himself, “Could 
it be that… there is really another hidden story in this?” “ 

What hidden story?” 

Zhu shouted: “Just now he has personally admitted that he is of the same blood as the 
child. The alliance between Tianmen and Hailongdian is already a fact, so don’t 
hesitate.” 

“Let’s take him down together today and judge him in public for the sake of the dead 
Disciple revenge.” 

When the words fell, Master Miao Lian pulled out his long sword, pointed at Yue Wuya 
and shouted angrily: “Yue Wuya, you’d better be captured today, otherwise, I will smash 
your Tianmen main altar. 

” … 

At the same time, other sect masters also pulled out their weapons. 

The war was about to break out, and the air was filled with tension. 

Mad! 



Seeing this situation, Yue Wuya was also angry, clenching his fists, his face was 
extremely gloomy. 

The various sects have identified the Tianmen, is it possible that this battle cannot be 
avoided? 

Boom! 

However, at this time, a loud noise was heard, and the gate of the Tianmen General 
Altar was smashed by a powerful force. 

Immediately afterwards, a Tianmen disciple rushed into the main hall with anxiety on his 
face: “Sect Master, it’s not good, the Sea Dragon Palace is calling, all of them are elites, 
there are tens of thousands of people…” 

When he said this , The disciple’s tone trembled and he almost collapsed on the 
ground. 

What? 

Yue Wuya’s face changed, and endless anger flashed in his eyes instantly. Those 
despicable people in the Sea Dragon Palace raided major sects in the name of Tianmen 
last night, and they still dare to come to the main altar of Tianmen. 

I’m not looking for you, you’re still delivered to your door. 

Thinking to himself, Yue Wuya summoned the Overlord Hammer and walked out 
quickly. 

At this moment, Master Kong Wu and Master Lingyu, as well as the masters of various 
sects, all looked at each other. 

“What’s the situation?” 

“Aren’t Hailong Palace and Tianmen an alliance? Why are they still fighting?” 

“I don’t know, let’s go and see…” 

During the discussion, everyone quickly followed. 

call! 

Arriving outside the main altar, seeing the scene in front of them, whether it was Yue 
Wuya, Master Kong Wu and others, they couldn’t help but take a deep breath. 



I saw that more than 100,000 Hailong Hall elites came in a mighty manner, surrounding 
the entire Tianmen General Altar. These elites from the Sea Dragon Palace, each 
holding a long knife and wearing black soft armor, have awe-inspiring murderous aura. 

In the mid-air in front of the team, a man suspended quietly, wearing a black robe, filled 
with a powerful breath. 

It’s the aftermath. 

Swish! 

Seeing Yu Du, Yue Wuya’s eyes were instantly blood red, and his anger rose even 
more. He angrily said, “How dare you show up? Let me ask you, why did you pretend to 
be my Tianmen last night and go to various sects?” 

When the words fell, Master Lingyu and Master Miaolian also glared at Yu Du. 

Feeling Yue Wuya’s anger, Yu Du didn’t panic at all, and said with a smile: “Sect Master 
Yue, since your Heavenly Sect and our Sea Dragon Palace are already allied, don’t 
pretend to be in front of these sects.” 
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The residual poison at this time is full of cunning. 

Early this morning, Yu Du was very excited when he learned that the major sects came 
to Tianmen to raise their teachers to ask for guilt. 

Swish! 

The voice fell, and the masters of various sects all glared at Yue Wuya. 

“Yue Wuya, what else do you have to say?” 

“The Sea Dragon Palace has admitted it.” 

“Damn, I almost believed him just now…” 

Seeing everyone’s confidence in Yu Du’s words, Yue Wuya was extremely furious. 
Quick and angry. 

The next second, Yue Wuya scolded Yu Du angrily: “What nonsense are you talking 
about? When will my Tianmen join you? Stop talking nonsense here.” 

Haha… 



Yu Du smiled and said proudly, “Sect Master Yue. , We have discussed before, I will let 
the people who pretend to be Tianmen raid the major sects first, and when they come to 
Tianmen to find you to ask for guilt, I will mobilize people to come and catch them all.” 

“It seems that our The plan has been implemented perfectly, the heads of the major 
sects are all present, as long as we join forces to catch them, the entire river and lake 
will belong to our two families.” 

“No, it’s one family, haha…” The 

last word fell, and the lingering poison His eyes sank, and he suddenly ordered: 
“Everyone obeys the order and takes down all the sects. Those who dare to resist will 
be killed. 

“ 

He pulled out his long sword, rushed directly into the main altar, and slashed wantonly. 

Of course, in order to deepen the misunderstanding of the major sects, these elites of 
the Sea Dragon Palace did not attack the disciples of Tianmen, but kept their eyes on 
the people of other sects. 

“Ah…” 

All of this happened so fast that the disciples of the major sects almost didn’t react. 
They only heard a scream, and many people fell into a pool of blood. 

Seeing this situation, whether it was Master Kong Wu or Master Lingyu, they were all 
shocked and furious. 

In the next second, the heads of the various sects responded and ordered their 
disciples to meet the enemy. 

“Shaolin disciples, meet the enemy.” 

“Wudang disciples obey the order and form an array…” 

As the order sounded, the disciples of the various sects did not hesitate at all, 
cooperated with each other, and fought fiercely with the disciples of the Sea Dragon 
Palace who rushed up. stand up. 

The heads of the masters, Master Kong Wu, did not join the battle, but looked at Yue 
Wuya coldly. 

“Yue Wuya!” 



At this moment, Master Miao Lian gritted his teeth too tightly and said fiercely at Yue 
Wuya: “What else do you have to say this time? The Sea Dragon Palace is here, right?” 

“I didn’t expect that Yue Feng would give birth to such a son. Since he has cooperated 
with the Sea Dragon Palace, we will get rid of him.” 

“Yes, such a sinister and despicable person is not worth dying for.” 

The other sect masters around also scolded Yue Wuya angrily. 

“Today, let’s eliminate the damage to the martial arts.” At this time, Spiritual Master 
Lingyu shouted angrily, pulled out his long sword, and stabbed towards Yue Wuya like a 
thunderbolt. 

Mad! 

Seeing this situation, Yue Wuya held back his anger very much. He didn’t hesitate at 
that time, he raised the Overlord Hammer to block in front of him. 

clang! 

The next second, the long sword and the Overlord’s Hammer collided, making a loud 
noise, and they saw Yue Wuya and Lingyu Zhenren each being shaken back a few 
steps. 

After stabilizing his figure, Yue Wuya gritted his teeth and said to the real person 
Lingyu: “Shenzhen, I said just now, this is all the alienation scheme of the Sea Dragon 
Palace, and you are all fooled. 

” Sophistry.” Spiritual Master Lingyu shook his head. 

He clearly saw that the Hailong Palace’s hundreds of thousands of elites only killed 
people from major sects, and did not shoot at people from Tianmen. 

“Don’t talk nonsense with him.” 

At this moment, Master Miao Lian snorted: “Let’s kill this scourge first, and resist the 
gang of gangsters in the Sea Dragon Hall together.” The voice fell, Master Miao Lian 
clenched the long sword, towards Yue Wuya stabbed in the back. 

This sword was as fast as lightning, and in the blink of an eye it reached a meter behind 
Yue Wuya. 

“Sect Master be careful!” 
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“Be careful…” 

Seeing this scene, the two Tianmen sub-altar masters couldn’t help exclaiming, and 
then rushed over to join forces with the current sword, and then fought fiercely with 
Master Miaolian. 

Bang Bang… 

Although Master Miao Lian rarely walks on the rivers and lakes, his strength is not 
weaker than that of Han Aoran back then. In less than two rounds, accompanied by a 
few vibrations, he saw the division of the two heavenly gates. One of the altar masters 
was killed on the spot, and the other was beaten to death. 

Damn Nima… 

Seeing the tragic death of his subordinates with his own eyes, Yue Wuya’s eyes were 
instantly blood red, and he roared at Master Miao Lian: “You special code to stop me, I 
said, this is all a trick of the Sea Dragon Palace, Are you a fool?” The 

voice fell, Yue Wuya’s inner strength exploded, and he violently swung the Overlord’s 
Hammer, forcing the Lingyu real person in front of him to retreat. 

“Haha!” 

Master Miao Lian sneered too, with the anger that couldn’t be concealed on his face: 
“You secretly united with the Sea Dragon Palace, and deliberately lured us in, and you 
want to kill us all, don’t we have to wait and die?” 

Said, Master Miao Lian Taichong He shouted to the other heads: “Everyone, don’t 
hesitate, let’s take down this kid together first.” 

Hearing this, Master Kong Wu and the other heads nodded, and they burst into internal 
energy, rushing towards Yue Wuya . 

“Okay, very good!” 

Seeing the heads of various sects rushing in together, Yue Wuya laughed angrily: 
“Since you are obsessed, then I have nothing to say.” The 

voice fell, Yue Wuya held the overlord tightly. Hammer, directly greeted him. 

However, while rushing up, Yue Wuya did not forget to give orders to the surrounding 
Tianmen disciples: “Tianmen disciples obey the order and kill these intruders from the 
Sea Dragon Palace.” 

“Kill…” The 



voice fell, and the Tianmen disciples in the main altar responded in unison and rushed 
into the crowd in the Sea Dragon Hall. In an instant, the two sides started a fierce fight. 

However, these Tianmen disciples, just after entering the battlefield, not only had to 
deal with the Sea Dragon Palace, but were also besieged by the disciples of the major 
sects. 

In the hearts of the major sects, Tianmen and Hailong Palace have been allied, and 
they are both enemies. 

For a time, the battlefield turned into a three-way melee, screaming and screaming in an 
endless stream, the ground was quickly stained red with blood, and even the air was 
filled with a strong smell of blood. 

Haha… 

Seeing this scene, Yu Du, who was suspended in mid-air, couldn’t help laughing, and 
then shouted at Yue Wuya: “Sect Master Yue, quickly take down these heads, as long 
as this battle is won. Now, the rivers and lakes will be ours from now on.” 

Hearing the shout, Yue Wuya was furious and quickly woke up. 

You can’t fight, if you really fight with the major sects, wouldn’t you be fooled by the Sea 
Dragon Palace? 

Thinking about it, Yue Wuya’s inner strength was mobilized, and he waved the Overlord 
Hammer to resist the attacks of the various heads, only defending, not actively 
attacking. 

At the same time, Yue Wuya took a deep breath and shouted at the Tianmen disciples 
in the main altar: “All Tianmen disciples can stop when they obey the order, and quickly 
enter the secret passage and leave, hurry.” 

There is a special secret passage in the main altar, yes When it was built, it was used to 
deal with emergencies. 

Yue Wuya thought about it. In today’s situation, Tianmen must not participate in the war. 
Otherwise, the misunderstanding will become bigger and bigger, and it will be difficult to 
explain. The only way is to let Tianmen disciples evacuate from the secret path. 

As for the major sects, they can only ignore it for the time being. After all, they were all 
misled by the Sea Dragon Palace and would not listen to any explanation. 

wow… 



Hearing Yue Wuya’s order, all the Tianmen disciples who were present withdrew from 
the battlefield one by one and quickly entered the secret passage to leave. 

A few minutes later, in the battlefield, only the disciples of the Sea Dragon Palace and 
the major sects were left, and they continued to fight. 

call! 

Seeing that the Tianmen disciples successfully evacuated, Yue Wuya took a deep 
breath, and a terrifying aura erupted from the Overlord Hammer, forcing Grandmaster 
Kongwu and others to retreat. 

Taking advantage of the opportunity, Yue Wuya’s figure flashed, rushed out of the 
crowd, and came straight towards the residual poison in the air. 

“Do you think you can completely destroy my Heavenly Sect with just one trick?” After 
saying this coldly, Yue Wuya raised his hand for a while, and the Overlord’s Hammer 
burst out with a golden beam, coming straight towards Yu Po. 
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This golden beam is as fast as thunder, as if to split the whole world in half. 

Huh… 

Feeling the power of this hammer, even if Yu Du has taken control of the situation, he is 
still sweating, and his heart is even more shocked. 

This kid deserves to be the Lord of the Heavenly Sect. This move shakes the world, I’m 
afraid some can’t stop it. 

In shock, Yu Du tried hard to calm himself down, and laughed at that time: “Oh, Sect 
Master Yue, what are you doing? The situation has been controlled by us, so you 
shouldn’t continue to play.” 

“Could it be… you Do you want to cross the river and demolish the bridge?” 

Yu Du is so deep in the city, in order to deepen the misunderstanding of Yue Wuya by 
the various sects, he has not forgotten to sow discord until now. 

“Shut up!” 



Hearing this, Yue Wuya’s eyes were extremely blood red, and he scolded: “My Tianmen 
has never formed an alliance with you, don’t talk nonsense any more, and you have 
provoked my Tianmen again and again, and I will call you here today. No reply.” 

Om! 

The moment the voice fell, Jin Mang pierced through the heavens and the earth, and 
instantly arrived in front of Yu Du. 

At this moment, Yu Du didn’t dare to be careless, and immediately activated the power 
of his blood, condensing a protective film on his body, and at the same time raised the 
long knife in his hand, trying to block the blow. 

boom! 

In the next second, Jin Mang slammed into the long knife, and Yu Du groaned, the 
whole person was shaken back dozens of steps, and the granite slabs under his feet 
were shattered. 

After stabilizing his figure, Yu Du’s face turned blue and white, and a trace of blood 
overflowed from the corner of his mouth, looking very embarrassed. However, there 
was still a slight smile on his lips. 
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“Sect Master Yue.” 

Yu Du wiped the blood from the corners of his mouth and said hypocritically, “I didn’t 
expect you to be so young, yet your heart is so ruthless. We talked about it earlier, and 
when we surrounded the major sects, we would divide the continent’s rivers and lakes 
equally, but we didn’t. Think of it, you want a dominant family.” 

“Last night, in order to raid the major sects, my Sea Dragon Palace was also seriously 
damaged, but in order to cooperate with you, I brought all my subordinates today, but I 
didn’t expect that at the key point At that moment, you actually let the disciples of 
Tianmen leave and attacked me at the same time.” 

“ruthless, really ruthless.” I 

have to say, Yu Du’s acting is very similar, completely describing Yue Wuya as a ‘do not 
compromise means to achieve ends’ ‘s ruthless character’. 

Swish! 



Seeing this situation, the masters of the major sects who were already suspicious of 
Yue Wuya were even more convinced, and they glared at Yue Wuya with unforgivable 
anger. 

“Good, you Yue Wuya.” 

Master Miao Lian was even more furious, pointing at Yue Wuya with his long sword: 
“What kind of Laozi really has what kind of son, you are really ruthless, you want to 
dominate the rivers and lakes. “ 

Today, my Emei faction is here, but it’s not as good as you want!” The 

voice fell, Master Miaolian flashed, and the long sword made a humming sound as it 
rushed towards Yue Wuya. 

Master Miao Lian didn’t like Tianmen in the first place, but Yu Du acted so much just 
now, so in her heart, she really thought that Yue Wuya and Hailong Palace were allied, 
and then crossed the river and demolished the bridge. 

People in all corners of the world pay attention to ‘righteousness is thin and cloudy’, so 
Yue Wuya’s behavior of ‘returning on his promises and seeking profit only’ is the most 
contemptible. 

At this time, Master Miao Lian did not know that she was completely deceived by Yu Du. 

“Take him together.” 

At the same time, Master Lingyu also shouted angrily, and together with the other 
masters of the sect, they burst into internal energy and charged towards Yue Wuya 
again. 

“You…” 

Seeing that they were bewitched and used by Yu Du again, Yue Wuya almost vomited 
blood in anger, Mad, are these people all pig brains? How could they not see such an 
obvious alienation plan? 

It’s just that so many sect masters broke out together, Yue Wuya didn’t have time to 
explain, he was in a hurry at the time, his eyes were blood red, and he shouted: “My 
Tianmen never wanted to dominate the rivers and lakes, don’t force me, don’t force me. 
..” The 

roar echoed over and over again over the Tianmen main altar. 

However, Master Miao Lian and the others, none of them were certain, instead they all 
speeded up, and they saw that one figure passed by, and the air was distorted. 



well! 

Seeing this scene, Yue Wuya laughed loudly: “Since you don’t listen to the explanation 
and insist on killing me, then come on…” 
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last sentence, Yue Wuya almost screamed. 

hum! 

In the next second, Yue Wuya’s inner strength completely exploded, and the violent 
aura swept the entire sky. 

Haha… 

Seeing this situation, Yu Du’s face was full of pride. Although this kid Yue Wuya is very 
strong, he is still young and inexperienced in the rivers and lakes. It was just a trick to 
drive him to a desperate situation. 

Speaking of which, it is still the sublime of Zunshang’s trick, which involves all the major 
sects, and this time Tianmen has absolutely no chance to turn over. 

It’s just a pity for the Queen’s name festival. 

Thinking of the damage to Moyan’s famous festival, Yu Du felt a little pain in his heart. 
Mad, this kid Yue Wuya did all this. It wasn’t because he went to Dragon King Island 
and kidnapped the young master, and things wouldn’t have developed to this point. 
step. 

Yue Wuya, your fate today was brought about by you. 

Thinking about it, Yu Du’s eyes showed a bit of ruthlessness, and then he shouted at 
Master Miaolian: “Master, Taoist priest, I will help you…” The 

voice fell, Yu Du quickly adjusted his inner breath, and the figure Soaring into the sky, 
as the crowd erupted towards Yue Wuya. 

“Come on!” 

At this moment, Yue Wuya roared wildly, and the Overlord’s Hammer in his hand 
suddenly became dozens of times, like a hill, slamming towards everyone. 

“The overlord shakes the sky.” 

At the same time, four cold words came out of Yue Wuya’s mouth. 



Overlord Shaking the Sky is a stunt that Yue Wuya realized from the power contained in 
the Overlord Hammer. The power can shake the heavens and the earth, hence the 
name, but it has never been performed easily. Facing such a desperate situation today, 
he had to perform it as a last resort. come out. 

What? 

Seeing that mountain-like giant hammer, whether it was Yu Du or Master Miao Lian and 
the others, their expressions changed, and their hearts were indescribably terrified. 

In the next second, Master Miao Lian didn’t have time to think about it, and quickly 
joined forces to resist. 

And Yu Po, because of the distance, was not within the attack range of the giant 
hammer, so he resolutely dodged backwards. 

boom! 

In the next second, the giant hammer smashed hard on the protective layer that 
everyone had jointly deployed, and an earth-shattering roar broke out. In an instant, the 
entire Tianmen main altar was filled with dust and smoke. 

As the dust and smoke gradually dissipated, they saw Master Miaolian sitting on the 
ground one by one, with a pale face, and Master Lingyu vomited a few mouthfuls of 
blood, and his spirit was sluggish. 

There are a few more heads, who just passed out, and their life and death are unknown. 

Hiss… 

Seeing this scene, whether it was the disciples of the various sects or the members of 
the Hailong Palace, they couldn’t help but gasp, and looked at Yue Feng tightly, full of 
astonishment. 

This… is this the true strength of the Lord of Heaven’s Gate? 

Defeating so many sect leaders in one move is simply too terrifying. 

call! 

At the same time, Yu Du, who had dodged not far away, was also squinting at this 
moment, watching Yue Wuya closely, and his heart was shocked. 

This kid is really extraordinary. With so many sect leaders, he is not sure of defeating 
them, but this kid beat them to the point of being unable to fight back with one move. 



Fortunately, I succeeded in alienating Tianmen and the major sects, otherwise, I would 
deal with that trick alone, and I would be disabled if I didn’t die. 

Fortunately, Yu Du was keenly aware that Yue Wuya’s face was pale, and his aura was 
obviously not as strong as before. 

Haha…. 

This kid just broke out the strongest blow, and in the eyes of the loss of internal power, 
he has now become a toothless tiger. 

Realizing this, Yu Du didn’t have time to think about it, and shouted loudly: “Yue Wuya, 
you betray your promise, tear up the covenant with our Sea Dragon Palace, and die.” 
The 

last word fell, and the long knife in Yu Du’s hand suddenly raised, bursting out with a 
dazzling touch ‘s knife awn. 

Hu…. 

The sword light ripped apart the world and roared towards Yue Wuya. 

Mad! 

At this moment, Yue Wuya scolded secretly. At that time, there was no way to avoid it. 
He could only put the Overlord Hammer in front of him to resist. Yu Du was right. No 
longer able to fight. 

Boom… 

Almost in an instant, the sword light came to the front, and slashed on the Overlord 
Hammer. At that time, Yue Wuya only felt a powerful force coming, his body was 
shocked, and a mouthful of blood spurted out, and the whole person was directly 
shocked. fly. 
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Although Yue Wuya is powerful, it is difficult to block Yu Du’s blow at the end of the 
force. 

Dengdengdeng… 

At this moment, after Yue Wuya landed, he stepped back several dozen steps before he 
stabilized his figure, his face extremely ugly. 

“Haha, I can’t do it.” 



Yu Du was full of pride, he rushed over with a big laugh, swung his long knife, and 
slashed at Yue Wuya again. 

“If you want my life, you almost…” 

Seeing Yu Po that was getting closer and closer, Yue Wuya gritted his teeth and roared, 
enduring the severe pain in his body, and slammed it with the Overlord Hammer. 

Dang…. 

The next second, the long knife and the Overlord Hammer collided, and a huge shock 
was heard. I saw Yudu was shaken back a few steps, his body trembled, and the long 
knife almost let go. Naturally, a long knife can’t fight it. 

Taking advantage of Yu Po’s shock retreat, Yue Wuya stopped fighting, turned around 
and ran away. 

The moment he turned around and fled, Yue Wuya couldn’t tell the grievances in his 
heart. The dignified Lord of Heaven, on his own territory, was beaten and fled in 
embarrassment. It was a shame. 

But there is no way, I have exhausted my internal strength, and there are not only the 
members of the Sea Dragon Hall, but also the masters of other sects. If they continue to 
hold on, they will surely die. 

“Haha… Is Sect Master Yue going to run away?” 

Yu Du laughed loudly, and at that time he raised his dantian and ran after him. 

While chasing, Yu Du didn’t forget to order the surrounding Hailong Hall officials: 
“Control the people from the various sects and clean up the battlefield…” The 

heads of the various sects were all captured by Yue Wuya just now. The strongest blow 
was wounded, so it was nothing to worry about. 

“Follow the order!” 

After hearing the order, hundreds of thousands of disciples of the Sea Dragon Palace 
immediately launched an attack on the surrounding sects. In an instant, the fierce 
shouting and killing sounded again in the Tianmen main altar. 

Amid the screams of killing, Yu Du and Yue Wuya rushed down the mountain one after 
the other. 

Along the way, Yue Wuya rushed forward desperately, but his internal strength was 
severely exhausted, and his speed could not be fast. 



Madd, is this God’s will? 

No, I haven’t found Ling’er yet, so I can’t be caught by them, and I can’t let Tianmen be 
destroyed. 

Just anxious, Yue Wuya was a little flustered, and unexpectedly came to a cliff by the 
sea. 

“Haha…” 

Seeing Yue Wuya entering a dead end, Yu Du couldn’t help laughing and said proudly: 
“Yue Wuya, save your energy, you have no way ahead. 

” Dragon King Island, when we kidnapped our young master, did you ever think that 
today would come?” 

When he said this, Yu Du slowed his pace, his face was full of jokes, like a beast 
playing with its prey. 

Huh…. 

there is no way out, Yue Wuya simply stopped running, looked back at Yu Du coldly, 
and sneered: “What do you have to be proud of, your Sea Dragon Palace is just a 
bunch of rabble, if it weren’t for those Zongmen, after listening to your provocation, it is 
not certain who wins and who loses.” 

Hearing the ridicule, Yu Du did not look angry, but said with a smile: “Do you think those 
sects are stupid? Actually not. The most important thing is that you have the same 
bloodline as my young master, so they will recognize you as an alliance with our Sea 
Dragon Palace.” 

After speaking, Yu Du’s expression suddenly became playful: “Do you want to know 
why you are of the same bloodline as my young master?” 

Yue Wuya looked at him coldly and did not answer. 

Haha…. 

Seeing that she didn’t respond, Yu Du smiled: “Then I’ll tell you, you and the young 
master of my family are half brothers, so your blood will blend.” 

“Your father Yue Feng, who has defiled my queen, who is a Kyushu hero on the 
surface, is actually a despicable and lecherous villain, so God can’t stand it anymore, so 
he gave us the opportunity to destroy your heavenly gate. So, if you want to blame, 
blame your father .” 



When he said this, Yu Du’s eyes were full of gloom. 

To be honest, he didn’t want to tell the truth, after all, it was about Moyan’s fame, but he 
also knew that although Yue Wuya was young, he had an extremely strong personality. 
Completely admit defeat. 
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What? 

Hearing these words, Yue Wuya only felt a buzzing sound in his head, and instantly 
went blank… 

That child… is… my half-brother? 

This… how is this possible? His father acted upright and upright, and his personality 
was even more jealous of evil. How could he have something to do with the female 
leader of the pirates? 

This is impossible. 

Thinking to himself, Yue Wuya stared at Yu Du with red eyes: “You spit blood, that child 
can’t be my brother, my father would never do such a thing, all of this is your 
conspiracy… “ 

Did your Hailong Palace collude with the Nalan family and forged the hospital 
certificate? Yes, it must be a forgery, and the blood-dropping confession that day was 
also a conspiracy…” 

When he said this, Yue Wuya His whole body trembled, his voice was hoarse, and he 
completely lost his mind. 

Back then, in the Hall of Xia Yinzong, Yue Wuya had thought about many possibilities, 
but never thought that it would end up like this. 

After all, he is the Lord of Tianmen, how can he accept this fact? 

Haha…. 

Seeing his hysterical appearance, Yu Du’s mouth evoked a smile: “It doesn’t matter if 
you believe it or not, in short, my queen has admitted this matter herself.” 

Om…. The 

voice fell, Yue Wu Ya’s heart trembled, as if he was hit by an invisible sledgehammer, 
and the whole person was completely stunned. 



The queen… admit it? 

This is, Yu Du is too lazy to talk nonsense, and said slowly: “Okay, I have said what I 
have to say, you are now obediently captured, follow me to see the honor, and then tell 
the whereabouts of the child, maybe you can save a life. .” 

However, Yue Wuya didn’t respond, her face turned blue and white, her eyes flickered, 
as if she was going through some difficult struggle in her heart. 

“Haha…” 

After a few seconds, Yue Wuya looked up to the sky and laughed loudly: “I’m a member 
of Heaven’s Gate, and I never know what surrender is.” After the 

last word fell, Yue Wuya turned around and jumped off the cliff. 

Below the cliff is the turbulent sea, and in the blink of an eye, the figure of Yue Wuya 
was engulfed by rows of huge waves. 

Mad! 

Seeing this scene, Yu Du was terrified and furious. This time, he could say that the 
organization was exhausted, and he was sure that Yue Wuya would not have any 
chance to make a comeback, but he never expected that Yue Wuya had such a 
stubborn personality that he chose to jump off a cliff. . 

“Hey…” 

Under the anger, Yu Du put his finger to his mouth and blew a loud whistle. The whistle 
was continuous, and the sound spread for dozens of miles. 

Soon, upon hearing the whistle, many elites from the Sea Dragon Palace rushed over. 

“You guys listen carefully.” 

At this time, Yu Du’s face was extremely gloomy, and he said coldly: “I want you to 
search every place in this sea area carefully, make sure to find Yue Wuya, you must 
meet people in life, and you must meet in death. Corpse.” 

The members of the Sea Dragon Hall were all battle-hardened pirates with excellent 
water skills, so they were not afraid of not being able to find Yue Wuya. 

“According to the order!” 

Upon hearing the order, all the disciples of the Sea Dragon Palace responded in unison, 
and then jumped into the sea to search. 



…….. 

On the other side, the Lagerstroemia Continent. 

In the woods 80 miles southeast of Tian Mysterious Realm, Yue Feng hugged Liu 
Ruxue and moved forward quickly. There was a swamp near this wood, so the air was 
humid and the terrain was complex, almost inaccessible. 

However, in such an environment, Yue Feng and Liu Ruxue were still walking fast and 
flying, very relaxed and comfortable. 

And a hundred meters away behind Yue Feng, a figure was chasing after him, a burly 
figure, a black robe, a gloomy face, unable to hide his anger. 

Really Ren Pingsheng. 

One day ago, after Liu Ruxue failed the charm technique, Ren Pingsheng arrived in 
time, but failed to save Liu Ruxue. He led the disciples to pursue him at that time. 
However, Yue Feng was too fast. After half a day, most of the Lihuo Sect disciples, 
They were all left far behind, and in the end only Ren Pingsheng could barely keep up. 

There are many bushes in the woods. In order to avoid Yue Feng, he dodged from left 
to right. With such a bump up and down, Liu Ruxue only felt extremely uncomfortable, 
and his face flushed. 

“You…” 

Finally, Liu Ruxue couldn’t bear it any longer, and said softly, “You…where are you 
going to take me? Let me go.” 

Yue Feng kept at his feet and said with a smile: ” You are my person, wherever I go, I 
will naturally take you with me.” 
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Upon hearing this, Liu Ruxue couldn’t refute, and the suburban trembled with anger. 

This Yue Feng is really shameless. He clearly knows that he was acting before, and he 
has been holding on to this topic. 

Phew… 

Finally, at a waterfall, Yue Feng stopped. He clearly remembered that the last time he 
came to the mysterious realm, he passed by here. When he saw this place, it meant 
that he was not far from the mysterious realm. 



After stopping, Yue Feng put Liu Ruxue on the grass, walked to the spring in front of the 
waterfall, and washed his face. 

It was at this time that Ren Pingsheng caught up. 

“Yue Feng!” 

Ren Pingsheng stopped when he was more than ten meters away from Yue Feng, drew 
out his long sword and pointed at Yue Feng and said coldly, “Let me go.” 

At this time, Ren Pingsheng was full of anger. 

Ma De, I finally made a perfect plan with my junior sister, but I didn’t expect that Yue 
Feng would see through it at the beginning. Not only that, but at the end, my junior 
sister was also kidnapped by him. 

Ugh! 

Feeling Ren Pingsheng’s anger, Yue Feng stretched his back and said slowly: “Sect 
Master Ren, right, you are very interesting, you were the one who calculated me first, 
and now it seems like it’s my fault. “ 

Speaking, Yue Feng tilted his head and admired Liu Ruxue on the grass: “I have to say, 
your junior sister is really a national beauty. She approached me before and said that 
she would serve me for a lifetime, and now she wants me to pay it back.” You, I’m really 
reluctant.” As 

he spoke, he looked up and down Liu Ruxue’s curve. 

“You…” 

Feeling Yue Feng’s gaze, Liu Ruxue’s face flushed, embarrassed and angry: “You are 
so shameless…” 

Yue Feng smiled and said: “Oh? You said this before, why didn’t you admit it? I know 
you were acting before, but I can’t control so much. Since you said that, I will take it as 
yes. It’s true.” 

“Come on, let this young master fragrant one.” The 

last word fell, Yue Feng squatted down quickly, and kissed Liu Ruxue’s beautiful face. 

boo. 

In an instant, Liu Ruxue’s face was extremely red, and she was so angry that she 
couldn’t speak. She is the holy aunt of Lihuomen, she is icy and pure, she is so tall that 



even a man’s hand has been pulled, but in the past two days, she has been teased 
repeatedly by Yue Feng, and even kissed, no one can stand it. 

I go! 

Seeing this situation, Yue Feng was stunned and speechless. 

This woman’s personality is also too strong, she just kissed without losing a piece of 
meat, she was dizzy. 

Thinking to himself, Yue Feng shrugged at Ren Pingsheng: “You junior sister has quite 
a personality, forget it, since she hates me so much, I’ll give her back to you.” 

After speaking, Yue Feng’s tone became serious: “But there is one thing I want to make 
clear. From now on, it’s best for you Lihuomen not to use any tricks. Otherwise, I’m 
really welcome.” To be 

honest, Yue Feng didn’t plan to put Liu Ruxue at all . Stay by your side, the reason why 
I took it along the way is just to pass the time, otherwise it would be boring to be alone, 
and now, the mysterious realm of the sky is approaching, Liu Ruxue doesn’t need to 
take it with him. 

Swish! 

Hearing Yue Feng’s words, Ren Pingsheng’s face was gloomy and uncertain, and he 
did not respond immediately. 

Two seconds later, Ren Pingsheng sneered and said in a stern tone: “Good boy, do you 
really think that our Lihuomen are easy to bully? You got my junior sister and wanted to 
leave?” 

The voice fell, and a powerful breath burst out from Ren Pingsheng. In an instant, the 
temperature within a thousand meters around him suddenly increased, and the cool 
autumn day was like entering a sweltering summer in a blink of an eye. 

Um? 

Feeling Ren Pingsheng’s aura, Yue Feng was stunned. 

This Ren Pingsheng’s strength has suddenly increased several times. Could it be 
that…he was hiding his strength in front of other sects before? 

Yue Feng’s guess was good. Ren Pingsheng, as the most aspiring leader of Lihuomen 
for nearly a thousand years, was extremely talented. He spent two years 
comprehending Lihuomen’s supreme martial arts ‘Sacred Fire Mingzun’. Has been 
among the top of the rivers and lakes. 



However, Ren Pingsheng knows the truth of ‘Muxiu Yilin, the wind will destroy it’, so 
before in the underground town of Tianji Palace, when he was discussing with various 
sects, and later with the major sects, he went to Chunyang Palace together. At times, 
they are hiding their strength and not really showing it. 

 


